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Abstract  
 
The development of next-generation spintronic 
devices requires achieving efficient spin current 
injection alongside a high spin-charge 
interconversion efficiency. Thus far, impedance 
matching and spin−orbit coupling have stood out as 
crucial factors in spin current transport within 
ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic (FM/NM) 
heterostructures. Well-engineered interfaces have 
shown promise in facilitating effective spin transfer. 
Recently, the integration of antiferromagnets (AF) 
has garnered significant interest, not only due to 
potential implications on interface properties but also 
because of the emergence of magnon-mediated 
spin currents capable of traversing both conducting 
and insulating FMs and AFs. Notably, robust spin 
transport has been observed in the AF insulator NiO. 
However, the underlying mechanisms governing 
spin transport in AF insulators remain unclear, 
particularly regarding the role of the AF's crystalline 
nature (polycrystalline or epitaxial).  
 
Herein, we present our findings on the inverse spin 
Hall effect (ISHE) in La1-xSrxMnO3/NiO/Pt 
heterostructures, examining the influence of the 
antiferromagnetic NiO layer thickness. Our samples 
were grown via rf sputtering and characterized using 
advanced X-ray diffraction techniques. We delve into 
the impact of interfacial quality on spin propagation 
throughout the heterostructure, shedding light on the 
relevance of NiO thickness in this context. 
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Figure 1. (left) Ferromagnetic resonance and (right) 
Inverse Spin Hall Effect measured in a 
LSMO(15nm)/NiO(1nm)/Pt (5nm) heteroestructure at 
300K. Measured frequencies are 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 
GHz. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


